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Current Clinical Concepts

A Contemporary Approach to Patellofemoral Pain in
Runners
Jean-Francois Esculier, PhD, PT*†‡; Kevin Maggs, BSc, DC*§;
Ellora Maggs, PT, DPT*||; Blaise Dubois, BSc, PT*¶

Patellofemoral pain (PFP) is among the most common injuries in
recreational runners. Current evidence does not identify
alignment, muscle weakness, and patellar maltracking or a
combination of these as causes of PFP. Rather than solely
investigating biomechanics, we suggest a holistic approach to
address the causes of PFP. Both external loads, such as
changes in training parameters and biomechanics, and internal
loads, such as sleep and psychological stress, should be
considered. As for the management of runners with PFP, recent
research suggested that various interventions can be considered to help symptoms, even if these interventions target
biomechanical factors that may not have caused the injury in the
first place. In this Current Concepts article, we describe how the
latest evidence on education about training modifications,

strengthening exercises, gait and footwear modifications, and
psychosocial factors can be applied when treating runners with
PFP. The importance of maintaining relative homeostasis
between load and capacity will be emphasized. Recommendations for temporary or longer-term interventions will be discussed. A holistic, evidence-based approach should consist of a
graded exposure to load, including movement, exercise, and
running, while considering the capacity of the individual,
including sleep and psychosocial factors. Cost, accessibility,
and the personal preferences of patients should also be
considered.

P

training loads and nonmechanical factors, such as the
capacity of the body to recover or psychosocial aspects.
Decreasing the load on an irritated PFJ via biomechanical
interventions could be warranted, even though the load may
not have caused the injury in the ﬁrst place.
The same patient could potentially beneﬁt from multiple
treatment approaches, but both evidence and patient
preferences should guide a proper shared decision-making
approach.5 Rehabilitation professionals should also consider adapting their recommendations to the recent or
persistent nature of PFP. Tailoring treatment to the stage
of injury is advocated for several sport-related injuries,
including ankle sprains,6 muscle injuries,7 tendon conditions,8 and overall injuries in elite athletes.9 Indeed, the
recent onset of PFP may only require temporary interventions to decrease load on the irritated joint, whereas a
prolonged symptom duration may call for interventions that
shift the load away from the PFJ in the longer term, as well
as a particular focus on psychosocial aspects.
In this Current Concepts article, we explore a contemporary approach to treating the runner with PFP that
encompasses the whole person. Some widely accepted
concepts are challenged. We focus on an approach that
maximizes patient autonomy and cost effectiveness so that
clinical recommendations can be applied to various
populations, regardless of socioeconomic status or access
to care.

atellofemoral pain (PFP) is deﬁned as pain around or
behind the patella that is aggravated by at least 1
activity that loads the patellofemoral joint (PFJ)
during weight bearing on a ﬂexed knee.1 Patellofemoral
pain is known as ‘‘runner’s knee’’ for a reason. The knee is
the most commonly injured body part in distance runners,
and PFP represents as much as 13% to 30% of medical
consultations for running-related injuries.2,3 These high
percentages support the need to better understand risk
factors for the condition and identify the most effective and
clinically applicable treatment approaches based on current
scientiﬁc evidence.
Historically, the main focus of PFP researchers has been
on pathoanatomic and kinesiopathologic concepts, such as
abnormal PFJ anatomy; impaired quadriceps function;
altered foot, hip, and trunk kinematics; and muscle
tightness.4 Concepts such as running kinematics and
kinetics and muscle strength have dominated the ﬁeld such
that a biomechanical rationale for PFP is commonly
accepted within the medical community.4 However,
speciﬁc features that have been identiﬁed in runners with
PFP compared with asymptomatic runners may sometimes
be wrongfully interpreted as causes of the condition. The
presence of a feature in symptomatic runners could simply
be a consequence of pain and not its cause. When treating
patients with PFP, clinicians must not lose sight of how
muscle strength, kinetics, and kinematics interact with
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WHY DOES IT HURT?

EDUCATING PATIENTS ON THE BALANCE
BETWEEN LOAD AND CAPACITY

A tissue homeostasis model was proposed by Dye18 in
1996. The model stipulates that to remain healthy, the PFJ
requires loads to be applied within the envelope of function
that correspond to the maximum capacity of the body to
tolerate and recover from load. According to the model,
exceeding the load threshold with too much magnitude or
frequency or both represents supraphysiologic overload,
which disrupts tissue homeostasis and, ultimately, contributes to symptoms. Although this concept seems logical
from a clinical perspective, research supporting its role in
the pathophysiology of PFP remains scarce.
In runners, recent changes in training (eg, increasing
distance, speed, and downhill) beyond the level of tissue
adaptation are often believed to cause running injuries.19 To
date, however, only 1 study20 suggested that novice runners
who increased their weekly volume by more than 30%
could be more prone to develop distance-based running
injuries such as PFP than runners who changed their weekly

Figure 1. Factors involved in a potential imbalance between load
and capacity. Abbreviation: PFP, patellofemoral pain.

running distance by less than 10%. This result may be due
to the complexity of external load (inﬂuenced by, for
example, speed,21 hills,22 foot-strike pattern,23 and cadence24) but may also be due to the difﬁculty of measuring
maximum capacity, which may vary greatly among
individuals and even among days in the same runner. As
proposed by Wiese-Bjornstal,25 the sport injury risk
consists of a combination of biological, physical, psychological, and sociocultural factors. Although changing loads
on tissues beyond their tolerance must be considered in the
pathophysiology of PFP, it is equally important to question
patients about recent variations in nonmechanical factors,
such as sleep, stress, or anxiety, as they may affect the
body’s capacity to recover from bouts of running that are
usually well tolerated (Figure 1). A recent study in
endurance athletes (including runners) outlined poor sleep
quality as a signiﬁcant contributor to injury risk,26 and
general sports injuries in adolescents have been linked with
a chronic lack of sleep.27 However, information on
nonmechanical factors is rarely captured in prospective
studies on running injuries. The interaction between
variations in capacity related to physiological, psychological, and sociocultural factors and transient changes in
training loads could possibly reveal important information
for both the prevention and treatment of PFP and should be
considered in future research.
Emerging evidence outlined the importance of patient
education about activity modiﬁcations when treating
individuals with PFP,28 even though more work is needed
to provide clearer guidelines to clinicians.29 In a randomized clinical trial, Esculier et al30 assigned runners with PFP
to 3 arms, all of which received an education component.
Speciﬁcally, the participants were instructed to reduce their
running distance and speed but to increase training
frequency. They self-adjusted running training to maintain
pain levels at a maximum of 2/10 on a numeric pain rating
scale and increased training again based on symptoms.
Runners in the second arm also received an exercise
program targeting the quadriceps, hip, and trunk muscles.
Runners in the third arm were instructed to modify their
running pattern to decrease PFJ force (increase the step
rate, run more softly, or use a forefoot-strike pattern).
Interestingly, all 3 groups reported similar improvements in
symptoms and function after the 8-week intervention, as
well as at the 20-week follow-up.30 Although they did not
discourage clinicians from prescribing exercises and
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During running, the ground pushes back on the foot with
forces of approximately 2.5 times body weight.10 That
vertical ground reaction force is then transmitted up to the
knee and the PFJ, resulting in the quadriceps compressing
the patella in the femoral trochlea with forces of
approximately 4 times body weight.11 Therefore, a runner
taking 160 steps per minute loads the PFJ for a total of 320
body weights per minute, or 19 200 body weights per hour.
A full marathon completed in the median time of 4 hours
and 20 minutes applies a cumulative load beyond 80 000
times the body weight. This impressive amount of
compression likely explains why the thickest articular
cartilage in the body is found at the PFJ.12
The exact source of nociceptive input remains unclear
and is likely to vary among individuals. Previous research13
has demonstrated that articular cartilage is not a source of
nociception, which thereby casts doubt on chondromalacia
as a signiﬁcant source of pain. The subchondral bone,
synovial membrane, fat pad, and retinacular tissues could
all be responsible for nociceptive input.13 Individuals with
persistent PFP may also present with pain sensitization, as
outlined in a recent systematic review.14
Increased patellar intraosseous pressure could potentially
contribute to pain. When compared with 10 asymptomatic
female runners, a group of 10 female runners with
retropatellar pain exhibited greater water content, or
subchondral edema, in their patella.15 Although the crosssectional nature of that study precluded conclusions about
causation, a follow-up study16 linked ﬂuctuations in water
content after a 40-minute run with variations in the level of
retropatellar pain. The total amount of load accumulated in
the PFJ should be seen through the number of loading
cycles (eg, 800 cycles per knee over 10 minutes, if running
at 160 steps per minute) and the magnitude of that load.17
Considering the concept of cumulative load, it is plausible
that running above the tissues’ capacity for adaptation may
explain persistent symptoms in runners with PFP or the
onset of PFP in previously asymptomatic runners. Activities other than running (eg, plyometric workouts and stairs)
should also be considered in the cumulative load.

recommending gait modiﬁcations, the authors emphasized
that appropriate education on activity modiﬁcation according to symptoms should be a primary component of
rehabilitation in runners with PFP. In addition, Rathleff et
al31 demonstrated impressive rates of clinical success using
a multimodal intervention that combined activity modiﬁcations according to symptoms, an exercise program, and
return-to-sport guidance in active adolescents with PFP.
Participants were instructed to climb the activity ladder
toward activities that applied greater loads on the PFJ but
only if pain levels did not exceed 2/10. Immediately after
their 12-week intervention, 86% of participants reported a
successful treatment outcome, and success rates remained
high at 6 months (77%) and 12 months (81%).31 According
to a recent systematic review from de Oliveira Silva et al,28
education on load management for PFP alone, when
delivered by health care professionals, can be as efﬁcient
as adding an exercise program to education and more
efﬁcient than education handouts.
Based on these ﬁndings, we believe that education on
load management, which can be included in a clinic-based
intervention, shows great potential for empowering runners
with PFP. Education provided through online tools
represents an interesting approach that does not involve
extensive time commitments, equipment, or ﬁnancial
resources (Figure 2).
DOES MUSCLE STRENGTH MATTER?

There is little doubt that individuals with PFP present
with strength deﬁcits, especially of the knee extensors and
hip abductors, external rotators, and extensors.32–34 Decreased quadriceps strength has been identiﬁed as a
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potential risk factor for PFP in military populations,35
although it has yet to be demonstrated in runners.
Decreased hip strength does not seem to be the cause of
PFP but rather a consequence of pain. This concept was
brought to the forefront by Rathleff et al33 in a systematic
review. The authors drew a clear distinction between crosssectional studies, which showed that individuals with PFP
were weaker than their healthy counterparts, and prospective studies, which showed that hip strength was not a risk
factor for the onset of PFP. This conclusion makes sense
when we analyze the results from Finnoff et al.36 In their
prospective cohort study, they provided evidence that,
compared with baseline strength values when healthy, the 5
adolescent runners who developed PFP during a running
program showed decreases in hip-abductor strength when
tested in the presence of pain.
The absence of a cause-and-effect relationship between
strength and PFP should not preclude clinicians from
prescribing strengthening exercises. Systematic reviews37,38
and clinical guidelines34,39 were unequivocal about their
beneﬁts for rehabilitating individuals, including runners,
with PFP. A strong level of evidence supports exercise
therapy to reduce pain in the short, medium, and long term
and improve function in the medium and long term. In
particular, exercises targeting both the hip muscles and the
quadriceps are recommended to optimize clinical outcomes.40 It must be noted, however, that the positive effects
of strengthening are not explained by changes in hip
kinematics during running41 and that the mechanisms
underlying the beneﬁts of exercise for PFP remain unclear.
Optimal exercises and parameters have not yet been
identiﬁed, due to a lack of reporting consistency among
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Figure 2. Components of a contemporary approach to patellofemoral pain (PFP) in runners that considers cost and accessibility.

studies in which researchers investigated the effects of
exercises on this condition.42
In summary, the current evidence justiﬁes recommending
strengthening of the quadriceps, hips, and trunk muscles in
runners with PFP using a graded-exposure approach.
Nonetheless, patients should be educated that strengthening
may not address the main reason why they developed pain
in the ﬁrst place.
WHAT ABOUT ‘‘MALTRACKING’’?

RUNNING MECHANICS: HOW IMPORTANT ARE
THEY FOR PREVENTION AND TREATMENT?

Countless authors have tried to pinpoint the link between
running kinetics and kinematics and PFP.4 However,
through only very limited evidence have researchers
established a causative link.45 Most studies that described
biomechanical differences between runners with and those
without PFP were cross-sectional in nature, thereby
preventing any conclusions about a cause-and-effect
association. Investigators46 in only 1 study identiﬁed
proximal lower limb kinematics, namely greater peak hip
adduction, as a potential risk factor for PFP in female
runners. It must be noted that the runners who developed
PFP showed only 48 of increased hip adduction during
stance compared with those who did not develop PFP, and
whether reducing the angle could help prevent PFP in
female runners remains unknown. To date, the only
intervention that yielded lower rates of PFP was reducing
the vertical loading rate of impact by ‘‘running softer.’’47 In
a prospective randomized study, Chan et al47 reported only
4 cases of PFP in the year after the intervention group was
trained to ‘‘run softer,’’ compared with 18 cases in the
control group who did not change their running biomechanics. Although an expensive system was used to provide
feedback to runners, previous research48 suggested that
simple clinician feedback on ‘‘softer running,’’ or making
less noise while running, was as effective in decreasing
impact as feedback using expensive laboratory instruments.
Describing movement patterns as ‘‘faulty’’ or ‘‘abnormal’’
is potentially erroneous. Until the interaction between
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Anatomical factors previously thought to contribute to
patellar maltracking, a concept that is still widely
promoted, have been discredited by a large body of
research. The quadriceps angle,35 patellar-tilt angle, sulcus
angle, and trochlear inclination in those who eventually
develop PFP are no different from those who do not, and
healthy knees exhibit a high degree of variability.43 Using
the maltracking rationale to prescribe exercises speciﬁcally
to target the vastus medialis obliquus is erroneous in light
of current evidence because a combination of hip and knee
exercises, and even hip exercises alone,38 consistently
yielded better clinical outcomes than quadriceps-only
exercises.40 The absence of added beneﬁts of exercises on
top of education provided by health care professionals28
also speaks to the weakness of the maltracking theory.
Similarly, patellar taping that was once believed to ‘‘correct
patellar tracking’’ is now known to have no effects on
patellar position.44 Taping is still advised as part of the
treatment plan for runners with PFP because it has been
shown to reduce symptoms,40 despite the uncertainty
regarding the mechanisms by which it helps.

running mechanics and changes in training loads and
nonmechanical factors is thoroughly studied, the importance of small kinematic differences in the development of
PFP cannot be assumed. Cartilage and joints, just like bones
and muscles,49 respond to loads applied up to their maximal
capacity by increasing their tolerance.50 A runner with
‘‘atypical’’ running mechanics likely adapts to the pattern,
and changing it could result in another injury secondary to
forces being transferred to other tissues. For the same
reasons, current evidence does not support transitioning an
uninjured rearfoot-striking runner to a non-rearfoot pattern
to prevent injuries.51 It is possible that, similar to muscle
strength, kinematic patterns change after the onset of PFP,
as a result of pain.52 Just as strengthening exercises target
strength deﬁcits (though they are not the cause) in
individuals with PFP, gait modiﬁcations could be beneﬁcial
by decreasing forces at the PFJ45 and helping to restore
tissue homeostasis. To address the recent onset of PFP in an
experienced runner, a clinician could even consider gait
modiﬁcations as a temporary intervention and gradually
revert to the habitual running biomechanics once symptoms
have improved. In a runner with persistent PFP, long-term
gait modiﬁcations may be advised.
Running-gait modiﬁcations can be classiﬁed into 2 main
approaches, both aimed at reducing PFJ stress during the
stance phase, whether by decreasing compression forces in
the joint or by distributing forces on a greater joint contact
area. The ﬁrst approach targets frontal- and transverseplane kinematics and aims to reduce hip adduction,
contralateral pelvic drop, and hip internal rotation. These
movements are considered problematic by some, as they
could increase PFJ stress (ie, the same amount of force on a
reduced contact area).53 The beneﬁts of this approach are
thought to be an increased contact area for distributing PFJ
contact force, which reduces joint stress. To date, in only 2
case series have researchers54,55 reported beneﬁcial effects
from reducing hip adduction during running by providing
instructions such as ‘‘contract your gluteal muscles,’’ ‘‘run
with your knees pointing straight ahead,’’ and ‘‘maintain a
level pelvis.’’ Using either a 3-dimensional system54 or a
mirror55 placed in front of a treadmill to provide live
feedback during running, both studies demonstrated
reductions in symptoms up to 3 months after the end of a
2-week intervention. Unfortunately, the applicability of this
feedback method is limited to runners with PFP exhibiting
‘‘excessive hip adduction’’ (fewer than 12% of the 85
potential participants screened by Noehren et al54) and to
those having access to a treadmill, a piece of equipment
that is far from common in many regions of the world.
The second approach targets sagittal-plane kinematics to
reduce PFJ loads. This could involve manipulating the footstrike pattern or step rate (effectively decreasing the step
length).56 Reductions in the vertical loading-rate of the
ground reaction force and in PFJ contact force can be
achieved by changing to a forefoot-strike pattern,57,58
although such a method could overload the distal structures
(eg, the foot and Achilles tendon) if implemented too
quickly. Unlike a switch in the foot-strike pattern,
decreasing the step length by increasing the step rate
(typically 7.5%–10%) does not increase the forces applied
to the foot59 and could therefore represent the safest way to
reduce PFJ kinetics. It can be practiced in the ﬁeld using a
watch,60 music, inexpensive wearable devices,61 or even a

RUNNING FOOTWEAR: TO CHANGE OR NOT TO
CHANGE?

Based on current evidence,64 footwear type does not seem
to matter when it comes to preventing overall running
injuries. Also, clinical trials assessing the effects of running
footwear on the symptoms of injured runners are lacking.
However, similar to studies on gait modiﬁcations, research
comparing lower limb running biomechanics among
footwear types could provide a logical framework for
clinicians to use when treating runners with PFP.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to list all the authors
who have evaluated the effects of minimalist shoes, deﬁned
as ‘‘footwear providing minimal interference with the
natural movement of the foot due to its high ﬂexibility,
low heel to toe drop, weight and stack height, and the
absence of motion control and stability devices,’’65 on kneejoint loading. Yet readers must keep in mind that these
investigators rather unanimously reported reductions in
knee-joint moments and PFJ force when cushioning was
removed. For example, Bonacci et al24 observed 17% less
peak patellofemoral force when participants ran using
FiveFingers (Vibram Corp, Brookline, MA) than when
using traditional shoes. Bonacci et al24 proposed that the
effects of gait modiﬁcations could potentially be supplemented by combining footwear with a greater degree of
minimalism with cues to increase step rate by 10% resulted
in 30% lower peak PFJ force. Using the Minimalist Index,65
both Esculier et al66 and Yang et al67 showed that greater
levels of minimalism resulted in lower PFJ contact forces,
without the need to use extremely minimalist shoes.66 On
the ﬂip side, although it may be seen as counterintuitive by
many runners, maximalist footwear increased PFJ contact
1210
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force by 20% per step and 10% per mile compared with
traditional shoes.68
By no means should this information be considered an
argument for every runner with PFP to transition to
minimalist shoes, as no intervention studies showed
beneﬁts for symptoms and function. However, as with gait
modiﬁcations, shifting force away from the PFJ can
represent an interesting option for some runners, especially
when they have been suffering from recurrent PFP. Even if
more research is needed on footwear, the current state of
research is similar to early ﬁndings on step-rate manipulation, demonstrating that PFJ contact force could be
reduced while increasing the step rate.69–71 Yet the ﬁrst
trials demonstrating beneﬁcial effects of this intervention in
isolation on pain and function in runners with PFP were
published in 201872 and 2019.56,62
When asked by injured runners about which type of
footwear could be more efﬁcient for decreasing PFJ force,
clinicians can use their knowledge of biomechanical studies
to guide their recommendations, similar to gait modiﬁcations. Minimalist footwear certainly represents one of the
many options available in the treatment approach for
runners with PFP, although a gradual transition period must
be considered to allow for adaptation of the foot, the ankle
and the calf muscle and the Achilles tendon unit.73
WHAT ABOUT NONMECHANICAL FACTORS?

Recently, authors investigating risk factors for running
injuries have started to integrate psychosocial outcomes. In
a 2-year prospective study of 300 runners, Messier et al74
identiﬁed lower mental health-related quality of life and
more negative emotions as signiﬁcant injury predictors.
Their inﬂuence on injury risk was far from overwhelming,
but both factors were more inﬂuential than several factors
that were classically believed to cause PFP, such as
ﬂexibility, quadriceps angle, arch height, rearfoot motion,
strength, and footwear. One strength of that study was that
psychosocial outcomes were reassessed periodically, at 6
months and 12 months after starting the program as well as
after injuries were diagnosed.74 Speciﬁcally in PFP,
kinesiophobia may exert a greater inﬂuence on movement
biomechanics than muscle strength.75 In fact, nonphysical
constructs such as anxiety and catastrophization are
increasingly regarded as important contributors to PFP
and should be part of a global treatment approach in injured
runners.76
Perfectionism has also recently been linked with a greater
risk of sustaining running injuries.77 It is possible that such
traits limit the ability of some runners to listen to their body
when following their training program, thereby increasing
the likelihood of surpassing the body’s capacity to tolerate
load. Acute physical fatigue leading to alterations in
movement patterns has also been identiﬁed as a potential
contributor to some injuries, including PFP.78 Similarly,
overall fatigue could lead to a greater injury risk by
affecting the body’s capacity to recover. Decreased sleep
quality is increasingly considered as a signiﬁcant injury
predictor,26 although the exact mechanisms by which it
affects risk remain unclear. Psychological stress is also
thought to modulate tissue capacity because higher stress
levels have been associated with greater injury risks in
triathletes79 and adolescents.80 Rehabilitation professionals
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cheap metronome. It must be noted that increasing step rate
has also been shown to reduce hip adduction and pelvic
drop during the stance phase.62
To date, in most gait-retraining studies, researchers47,54–58
have used a time- and resource-consuming, laboratorybased faded-feedback schedule, which involves 8 training
sessions over a 2-week period. Although such a schedule
may improve the capacity of runners to learn a new motor
pattern,63 it is potentially unrealistic for runners living in
areas in which specialized professionals are not available or
those who cannot afford, both in terms of time and ﬁnancial
resources, repeated visits during a short period of time.
Fortunately, recent evidence62 indicated that 1 session of
step-rate retraining was effective in increasing the step rate
and improving the symptoms and function of runners with
PFP. Importantly, the runners maintained the newly
acquired running kinematics up to 3 months after the
retraining session, thus challenging the need for an
intensive, supervised retraining protocol.
In summary, experienced runners may have adapted to
their running mechanics, which may not have caused PFP.
Suggesting gait modiﬁcations could be useful for shifting
forces away from the PFJ, especially in cases of persistent
PFP. In those with a recent onset and no previous history of
PFP, education on training loads may be sufﬁcient to
address the imbalance between load and capacity. Gait
modiﬁcations could also be helpful as a temporary measure
to adjust loading.

can provide basic advice on nonmechanical factors or
consider involving other health care professionals (eg,
physician, counselor) if specialized advice on sleep or
mental health is deemed necessary.
PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
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As recommended in the latest consensus statement on
PFP,40 the optimal treatment approach for runners with PFP
likely combines several components, such as education,
exercise, and running-speciﬁc interventions aimed at
reducing PFJ force or modifying footwear. However,
different individuals may have different preferences, along
with limitations in terms of time, resources, and access to
care. All of these factors should be taken into account when
planning the treatment approach (Figure 2).
Considering the interaction between mechanical and
nonmechanical factors, the concept of balance between
load and capacity (Figure 1), and the envelope of function
model of Dye,18 experienced runners may have fully
adapted to running mechanics that could be perceived as
atypical. For example, a runner may well have adapted to a
greater vertical impact loading rate, greater peak hip
adduction, and maximalist shoes over the previous 10
years but is now seeking help from a health care
professional because of the recent onset of PFP. Although
rehabilitation professionals may be tempted to address
running mechanics in their treatment approach, it is
erroneous to assume that any of these factors caused the
injury in a well-adapted runner. Changes in factors
inﬂuencing external load and internal capacity should be
addressed to gain a better sense of potential contributors
around the time of injury. A stressful family or workplace
situation may be enough to affect the body’s capacity to
recover from training loads that were previously well
tolerated. In this example, a clinician who addresses
running biomechanics or footwear may miss the actual
cause of the injury, or worse, trigger a new injury in a
runner who was well adapted to his or her original
biomechanics or footwear. Sometimes the best option
may simply be to educate the runner on the concept of load
and capacity and the changes in external load and internal
capacity that the runner experienced before the onset of
symptoms.
Assessing runners with PFP in the clinic does not
necessarily provide accurate information on what actually
caused the injury but rather on what can potentially be
targeted in the treatment approach. One could argue that it
does not matter whether reduced strength is the cause or
consequence of pain because exercise programs successfully improve symptoms and functional limitations. Though
the disparity between cross-sectional and prospective study
results should not affect the decision whether to prescribe
exercises, it should change the mindset of clinicians when
implementing the educational component with patients.
Telling runners that their PFP was caused by muscle
weakness or faulty or abnormal running mechanics (or
both) may stimulate kinesiophobia and catastrophization.
Ensuring that patients understand the concept of load and
capacity and linking them with training and psychosocial
factors that were identiﬁed in the individual’s history are
likely to empower patients and break the vicious cycle of

less movement, more anxiety, more pain, and less
movement.
It is time to move away from a model based solely on
alignment, patellar maltracking, muscle weakness, and
faulty or abnormal movement patterns to explain the onset
of PFP. Although some studies showed the beneﬁts of
biomechanical interventions on PFP symptoms in runners, a
contemporary multimodal approach to treating runners with
PFP should also consider an overall balance between
external loads and internal capacity. Patient education on
these concepts should represent the main component of the
clinical approach, supplemented by exercises and gait or
footwear (or both) modiﬁcations and addressing psychosocial factors when judged necessary. Recommendations for
temporary or long-term interventions may be informed by
the recent or persistent nature of PFP. Ultimately, the
individualized clinical approach will be based on graded
exposure through movement and exercise by maintaining
load within the capacity for adaptation, empowering the
patient, and accounting for personal preferences.
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